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Focus on one thing at a time

Inside this
Issue:

It can be both easy and hard to improve
at a skill. Anytime you practice it, you’ll
get better. But if you really want to get
better in a meaningful way focus is very
important.

Or if I picked speed, my focus could be
my jab.

Increasing your focus will eliminate distractions and procrastination. You’ll
know exactly what you are doing and be
You of course will find challenges later in able to just do it.
the newsletter, but I’m going to challenge
After awhile, try another sub-focus, I
you from the onset.
think you’ll be pleasantly surprised by
your improvement.
Pick something to get better at.
Now that you have your one thing, narrow it farther. Pick ONE thing you can
do to get better at it.
Now, do that ONE thing as much as you
are able.

Essential Isshinryu is available!
For more information on the first Canadian Isshinryu book, visit
www.essentialisshinryu.com!
ATTENTION NEEDED!

As an example, if I picked flexibility to
get better at, I would then pick a key
stretch (hamstring stretch) and focus
entirely on that.

Do you know of someone great in
Isshinryu? If so, please e-mail
Sensei@isshinryu.ca with the contact details to be profiled in future newsletters.
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9th Annual United Southern Isshinryu Karate Kyu Fest
By Dean Scott
On Saturday the 23rd of September, Grand Master
Mitch Kobylanski hosted the 9th annual United
Southern Isshinryu Karate Kyu Fest tournament in
Charlotte, NC. This annual regional event usually
includes competitors and Black Belts from North
and South Carolina and this year also included
competitors that came in from upstate New York
and Black Belts from New England, New York,
Alabama, Virginia and Tennessee. The event featured 130 competitors with 54 divisions spotlighting completion for Brown Below (KYU) ranks and
below. Over 60+ black belts were in attendance
providing training and mentoring to junior black
belts. We were fortunate to have Grand Masters
William Salinardi and Ronald Boucher as well as
Master Peter Williams in attendance this year.

Additionally, there were several promotions conducted prior to the tournament, including Tim
Boykin (9th Dan), Mark Ciprich (6th Dan), Eddie
Wilson (5th Dan) and Stephanie Esper (3rd Dan).
Congratulations and well done to all!

Grand Master William Salinardi and Grand Master Tim Boykin
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Chitora Dojo Promotions in Thunder Bay, ON
Chitora Dojo is happy to announce the follow promotions on April 6th 2017, all students did very well and
demonstrated their dedication and skill in Isshinryu.

Wilder Ostap
Serena Warren
Promotions to Yellow Belt
Mason Hanle

Promotions to Yellow Stripe
Mya Armstrong
Charlotte Crowe
Julia Fenton
Kaelyn Fenton

Promotions to Orange Belt
Jadyn Warren

Alexandra Fenton Visits the Dojo
At the Chitora Dojo year
end party, my (Mike Fenton) newest daughter
(Alexandra Skye) was finally able to join the dojo.
As you can see, she was all
smiles!

Kaelyn, Mike, Alexandra and
Julia Fenton

Mya (my Niece) joins us
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Black Belt Promotions in Thunder Bay, ON
On April 7th-9th, Hanshi Mady visited Thunder Bay for
a series of seminars as well as Black Belt grading. Everyone who tested pushed themselves hard and showed
both skill and determination in attaining their new ranks.

Rachel Rubin, Kokoro/Toshikai

Please join me in congratulating the following people on
their new ranks.

Nolan Maenpaa, Toshikai

Rokudan

Marlies Iorianni, Toshikai

Dinah Jung, Satori

Nikyu

Janet Fuchek, Toshikai

Anna Carangi, Toshikai

Nidan

Tyler Anderson, Toshikai

Brandon Woods, Kenora
Shodan
Ikkyu

Megan Rubin, Kokoro/Toshikai

Isshinryu Hall of Fame
This year two Canadians were recognized by the Isshinryu
Hall of fame for their contributions. Rachel Rubin was a
finalist in the young Karateka category, Susan Baldassi
was nominated for the Spirit of Isshinryu and was also the
winner of the Don Nagle Sensei of Sensei’s award.

ryu in Canada and has ensured that Isshinryu is the martial
art in Northern Ontario.

She has done all the hard work to lay the ground for others
to follow. She is an inspiration to female and male karateka alike to attain their blackbelts in spirit of her teachings.
If you know Susan, you already know why she won, other- Sensei Susan is the founder and host of the biennial Isshinryu Karate Expo held in Thunder Bay, Ontario. It takes
wise, here’s what was submitted for her nomination.
Imagine beginning your Isshinryu training as a 10 year old hundreds of hours of planning and coordination but this
female in a class of 20 adult men……Imagine the courage event has grown to an unprecedented level since its conception in 2013. Further, she has also done service for the
it takes to open a dojo and teach at the age of
17……Imagine the tenacity it takes to advocate for Isshin- AOKA on the awards committee and she is a co-founder
ryu for 40 years……., you do not have to imagine this, she of the Thunder Bay Martial Arts Council which has united
is here….let me present Isshinryu pioneer, Susan Baldassi. the martial arts community in this city. Sensei Susan has
traveled across Canada and the United States learning and
It is my honour to nominate Sensei Susan Baldassi for this teaching Isshinryu Karate and she is a two time winner of
prestigious award. Sensei Baldassi is a rokudan under
Female karateka of the Year award.
Hanshi Albert Mady. Sensei Susan has made such a significant contribution to Isshinryu, not only in Canada but the On top of all this, Sensei Susan is a wonderful human being who inspires everyone around to be a better person.
United States as well. As the most senior female karateka
in Canada, Sensei Susan has run her own dojo uninterrupted since the age of 17, producing many blackbelts of
which several have gone on to open their own dojo.
Sensei Susan has an unique gift an instructor that is inclusive of all and brings out the best in her students. As an
innovator in martial arts, she has developed her own DVD
that blends karate, yoga and cardio. Her program has been
a huge success and she is heavily sought instructor for a
wide variety of clients such as the Ontario School Board,
First Nations Communities and Child and Family Services.
Sensei Susan has determinedly set forth to expand IsshinRachel Rubin
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The History of Belts, Ranks and Titles in Karate
By Richard Wharf
In karate today, there seems to be a lot of attention on
belts, ranks and titles. Somehow the purpose of training
in the martial arts has lost some of its original intent and
has gotten caught up in the pursuit of a game of collecting belts, ranks and titles.

From the very beginning of martial arts there were no
ranks or titles. In simplicity, there was a teacher and students. That was it. However over time, as martial arts
and in particular karate began to evolve, it became harder to teach without having some kind of system. Considering the variation in karate styles, there was little organization. As more people began training, it became important to those people to see exactly where they were in
their journey of karate. This is where ranks and titles
began to be used.
Originally there was no ranking system or uniform used
in Karate in Okinawa. If in fact rank was established, it
was most likely given through the presentation of
scrolls. In Japanese traditional ju-jutsu schools, scrolls
would be given and these would be inscribed with the
"secrets" of the master instructor and or the style. It is
possible that some Karate styles adopted this method of
designating rank. There is, however, no written record of
such in Okinawan arts.

The Menkyo (License) System
The first ranking system in Japanese arts was a merit
system based on menkyo or licenses. Essentially, you
trained until you learned enough to earn a license recognizing your ability in that set of techniques or lessons.
You may have a menkyo for each section of the syllabus
(mokuroku), or you might have menkyo shoden, menkyo
chuden, etc. Ultimately, though, this culminated in a final license, menkyo kaiden (license of full transmission).
The Menkyo ranking system is that of the classical Japanese “jutsu” (from about the 8th Century through to the
commencement of the Meiji Restoration of 1877). The
following is a slightly different breakdown of the Menkyo license system. It seems to cover training from beginning to end. This system also has fewer divisions
than the Kyu-Dan system:
Okuiri:
Entry level – about 4 to 8 years to attain
Mokuroku: Certified, entered into the official rolls

Shomokuroku: “Beginning” 8 to 15 years
Gomokuroku: Up to 17 years
Menkyo: Licensed – an authorized teacher – 25 years
Menkyo Kaiden: License of Total Transmission – 30
years plus
This system was used in Japan. No information exists to
suggest that the Okinawans ever adopted it.
Jigorō Kanō , the founder of J udo, an educator, fully
understood the importance of the class system in Japanese society and therefore knew that grading students
would serve as a valuable tool in his new martial art.
One of the misconceptions is that Kanō invented the
kyu/dan ranking system. He did not. Initally, he used the
system of ranking from swimming. Students that were
good swimmers were presented with a black ribbon to
wear on their kimono. Kanō was, however, the first to
incorporate a system of Kyu and Dan ranks into martial
arts. This system originated in a chess-like game called
Go. He split his students fir st into two r anks
(Unranked, or mudansha; and ranked, or yudansha), and
instituted a white/black belt system to recognize the difference between them. These were later divided into levels of Kyu (white belt) and Dan (black belt) based on the
rankings in Go.
In 1883 he began the modern ranking system when he
awarded Shodan to two of his most senior students, Saito
and Tomita. After the rank of Shodan had been awarded,
there was no method for distinguishing the students who
had been promoted and those who had not been promoted. This would continue to be the case until three years
later in 1886, when Kanō would require that all of his
yudansha (advanced students) begin wearing black obi
(black belts). Since the judo-gi had not yet been introduced the original obi (belt) worn by the yudansha was
the traditional wide obi or sash, the same one used to
hold the kimono closed. Students practiced in kimonos.
This made training difficult. Eleven years later, in 1907,
Kanō would introduce the judo-gi, the predecessor to
today's karate-gi and the modern type obi (belt). At this
time, (1907) the students would wear either the white obi
used to designate beginners and those not ranked as
yudansha or the black obi used to designate those ranked
at yudansha level.
(Continued on page 6)
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Black Belt Promotions in Thunder Bay, ON
Over time, and to recognize even greater levels of
achievement and skill, by around 1930, Kanō had incorporated black belts with red and white panels (the red
denoting the sacrifices made and desire to learn), and
awarded these (kohaku obi) to what are today known as
6th, 7th and 8th degree black belts.

karate by adopting this ranking system which was officially sanctioned by Japan's greatest martial arts entities.

When Gichin Funakoshi, the founder of Shotokan Karate, travelled to Japan to demonstrate his art of Karate in
1917, it was inevitable that he would meet the founder of
Judo, Jigorō Kanō . In 1922, when Funakoshi returned to Japan, he and Kanō English
quickly became close friends. Both
6th grade
were school teachers, both studied the
martial arts and both were interested in 5th grade
4th grade
promoting their arts to the Japanese
public. Being educators, both of these 3rd grade
men understood the importance of sys- 2nd grade
tematic training as well as the im1st grade
portance of using a reward system in
order to produce the greatest results in
their students. In 1924, Funakoshi
1st degree
would adopt Kanō's yudansha ranking
2nd degree
system. The further adoption of the
Kyu/Dan system and the adoption of a 3rd degree
standard karate-gi, which was modified 4th degree
and based on the judo gi, were 2 of the 5th degree
6 conditions which the Dai-Nippon
6th degree
Butokukai (Japanese Government Martial Arts Authority) required before rec7th degree
ognizing Karate as a "legitimate" martial art in 1933. Kanō's system was not
8th degree
only being applied to judo, but to other
budo as well under the authority of the
Butoku-kai and the Japanese Ministry 9th degree
10th degree
of Education. Funakoshi legitimized

The following is a chart of the system used by most karate styles today. Titles and belts vary by System.

Okinawan karate students in the early part of the century
trained in their everyday clothes and since instruction
seldom included women, students often trained in their
underclothes. Okinawan karate Masters Chojun Miyagi,
The kyu system and consequently the wearing of the
Goju Ryu founder, and Kenwa Mabuni, Shito Ryu
various coloured belts (kyu grades) of today would not
founder, supported the introduction of grades, belts and
come into place for 28 more years; until after Judo began uniforms. This ensured wide spread acceptance in Okito be taught outside of Japan. Sensei Mikonosuke Kainawa. In Okinawa, the dan/kyu system did not really
washi introduced them in 1935, when he began to teach
take hold until 1956, with the formation of the Okinawa
judo in Paris. The story goes that he felt that the Europe- Karate Association or Federation (OKF). Some styles
ans he was teaching needed some sort of encouragement embraced the system while others took a long time to
to continue training, and that a new belt at a new grade
change over. Through the 60's and 70's there were a varimade the sport more appealing.
ety belt systems in Okinawa.

Japanese

Belt Colour

Title

Rokyu

Yellow

Gokyu

Orange

Yonkyu

Green

Sankyu

Blue or Purple

Nikyu

Brown

Ikkyu

Brown

possibly Sempai

Shodan

Black

possibly Sempai

Nidan

Black

possibly Sempai

Sandan

Black

Sensei

Yondan

Black

Sensei

Godan

Black

Sensei/Renshi

Rokudan

Red and White or
Black

Shihan/Renshi

Shichidan or Nanadan

Red and White or
Black

Shihan/Kyoshi

Hachidan

Red and White or
Black

Shihan/Kyoshi

Kudan

Red or Black

Hanshi

Judan

Red or Black

Hanshi

(Continued on page 7)
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The History of Belts, Ranks and Titles in Karate
By Richard Wharf
Something important to know about titles and ranks, is
that they are often two separate issues. Although I have
tried to indicate at which ranks the titles are often given,
it is not set in stone.
The rank (dan/kyu) is mainly for your “physical” competency, skill, time in grade, etc. Title on the other hand
focuses more on educational skill, maturity ,etc, and is
often not related directly to physical skill at all.
In all, there are ten Dan levels of black belt, each promotion requiring somewhat longer to achieve than the last,
so that to reach 10th Dan one must generally be getting a
bit elderly. In some systems a proficiency test is not required after 4th Dan (or above), the promotion being
based more on years of experience and on
“contributions” to the advancement of karate. While this
may have some merit, actually testing for rank seems
more practical until age or mobility becomes an issue.
Titles
There is no consistency between various karate styles
and organizations. Titles seem to be given at different
ranks and for different reasons. Because of that I will
simply list the various titles, their meaning and if applicable the rank at which they are earned or bestowed.
The terms Renshi, Kyoshi and Hanshi are all old Samurai terms, in increasing order of prestige, from the Shogo
system. They are usually formally bestowed by the DaiNippon Butoku-Kai.
Ren = A Trainer of the
Way
Kyo = A Teacher of the
Way
Han = A Model of the Way
A short list of titles and their meanings is given below,
not all of which apply to every system.
Sensei (1) A sensei is simply a " teacher ," liter ally
"one who is gone before," i.e. is older or has taken the
same path as the student but is now further along. This
title is typically given at sandan level.

Shihan (2) A " teacher of teacher s" or " master instructor." Most shihans have a rank of six Dan or above.

The title of shihan carries with it the privilege of wearing
the red and white sectioned belt. The word shihan literally means "to be a model". It is a more formal word for a
sensei or instructor or teacher; literally one with more
knowledge.
Doshi (3) Or Leading Teacher . Title sometimes used
before Renshi. Rarely seen today.
Renshi (4) Honor ar y title sometimes awar ded to fifth
or sixth Dan karateka who are 35 years old or older and
have held fifth Dan rank for at least two years. Literally,
a "polished expert," and usually an assistant to a higher
ranked Kyoshi. Renshi is usually considered the first
teacher's licence. (Fifth Dan is considered equivalent to a
Masters degree).
Tashi or Tasshi or Tesshi or Apprentice Master
Teacher (5). This title was originally the title used instead of Kyoshi. It is now sometimes used between the
levels of Renshi and Kyoshi by the Dai-Nippon-ButokuKai. Literally, "expert." Or the helper.
Kyoshi (6) Honor ar y title sometimes awar ded to seventh or eighth Dan Karateka, who are 40 years old or
older and have held the title of renshi for at least 10
years. Literally "expert instructor," perhaps equivalent to
an "assistant professor."
Hanshi (7) Awar ded to 9th or 10th Dan Kar ateka.
Literally, "exemplary teacher," and usually the master of
a system or style. This is the highest position attainable
in Japanese/Okinawan martial arts. It is often translated
as "grandmaster." Typically eligible to wear a solid "red"
colored belt.
Kaicho Pr esident of a major r ecognized national
Federation (kai) or international Association.
Kancho The administr ative head of a kan or house of
business. Sometimes also the highest ranking instructor
of a style worldwide, or the owner of a particular dojo.
Master English language title of " master " is typically associated with fifth Dan. In some systems it is adopt(Continued on page 8)
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The History of Belts, Ranks and Titles in Karate
By Richard Wharf
ed automatically at that level, whereas in others it requires a Masters teaching certificate from an accrediting
organization in order to be considered official.
Mudansha Liter ally " per son without Dan r ank," a
color belt ranked person.
Yudansha " Per son with Dan r ank" , holder of a
black belt, at any level.
Sempai or Senpai A ter m for a senior student, usually brown belt or first Dan black belt, and often used only
when the student is assisting the sensei, or leading a
class in his stead. The title is used to refer to one who is
higher in rank than oneself. The opposite of Kohai.
Kohai This is a r elative title. A Kohai is a junior student. This includes anyone of lower grade than you, or
someone who started training later than yourself. If you
are the same rank, then the younger ones are kohai. It is
only applied to kyu ranks. Anyone who watched the
movie "Rising Sun" with Sean Connery and Wesley
Snipes remembers Connery referring to Snipes as his
Kohai.

leader" of a major group.
O'Sensei " Gr eat teacher ," a ter m usually r eser ved
for the founding father of the system.

Soke: A head of the family/house/style (r ar e title
even in Japan)
Conclusion:
There are actually many more titles, and even more
ranks, and it can sometimes be hard to distinguish fake
from true. A diploma is not hard to get these days. Skill,
on the other hand, is.
You don’t get a belt/rank/title, you earn it. So the easiest
way to determine somebody’s level of training is to look
past the title and rank.
Ultimately, as in all things there is endless variation. Each organisation should be able to provide their
members with a clear explanation of their ranking requirements and rank recognition. Do not get too caught
up in the title or belt. A certificate and belt confirming
title and rank is an important organisational tool, but by
no means is it a guarantee of the bearer’s ability to either
perform or teach.

Sosei A r ar ely used ter m for " the gr eat and unique

Make your requests for the Expo
Planning is actively underway for the next Isshinryu
Expo this coming May long weekend. I’m excited to
see everyone again and enjoy some training and learning.
Many presenters have already expressed interest and
have ideas for seminars, but everyone involved wants
to continue to make the event better every time. In
order to make it better, we would love to hear from
you.
Is there a special presenter you’d like to see at the Expo?

Was there a seminar that was so good you’d like to see
it done again?
Is there something you’d love to learn about but haven’t had the chance?
Speak up, send me (sensei@isshinryu.ca) or Susan an
email and we’ll do our best to make it happen!
See you in May!
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The Challenges!

Karate

This Newsletter the are about trying something new. Pick one or three of the challenges and add them to
your training routine for a week or two. Devote five to fifteen minutes to them at a time, see what your students or classmates think. Are they hard, were they beneficial, do see anyway to improve them, let us know.
Have any exercises you like to share, let us know about that as well, perhaps you’ll see them in the next
Newsletter.

Daily practice is a great way to cement any skill and especially so with physical activities where
you can build muscle memory to make it easier and eaiser over time.
The challenge is quite simple, every day (or as many days as possible) do your basics. 1, 2, 4 or
20 times for each basic, any amount is better than zero.
With any practice as long as you make it intentional and focused, you will improve. Be in the
moment and think about your techniques and they will get better. This won’t take very long,
but can really help you improve regardless of rank.

Kobudo

If you haven’t already read the karate challenge, please read that first.
The Kobudo challenge naturally parallels the karate challenge (I do that a lot…)
Instead of practicing all your basics, pick a single weapon and a handful of techniques that you
could get better at. When picking, you could pick individual basics, or you could pick some
specific moves from Kata that you would like to get better at. The moves you pick are up to
you, make them simple and repeatable though.
Now all that’s left is to do it every day, or at least as much as possible. Your skill will grow incrementally and quickly.

Training

Training your body to get stronger can also be done daily, but it may be beneficial to do a small
rotation to allow your body to recover.
Some good pairings to try:
Situps/Push ups or Pull ups/Leg Lifts or Burpies/Shadow Boxing or Squats/Stretching
Mix and match, any activity you do regularly, you will get better and stronger at. Identify what
you can benefit from and do it.
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About The Newsletter
Just as in our dojo training, the newsletter is about sharing
and improving as a group. We regularly have contributions
and updates from Quebec to British Columbia in Canada, as
well as from Germany, New York and the Southern United
States. Everyone is always welcome in my Dojo or to share
via the newsletter.
Articles are welcome from anyone and everyone. They can
be about anything related to the Martial Arts, a technique you
think is just great; A better way to do a technique; History of
a Karate Master; a tournament trick that works well; ANYTHING!
All articles are appreciated as e-mail. You can send it to your
instructor to proof read and send in, or directly to me.
(sensei@isshinryu.ca)
You can even include pictures if it helps your article!

Karate Terms
Ashi

foot

Atemi vital points of
the body
Bunkai take to pieces/analyze
Empi, hiji elbow
Hajime Begin
haishu back hand
Haito ridge hand
Hiza knee
Kansetsu joint
Ken fist
Keri Kick
Kin-geri Groin Kick

Kinteki groin
Kokan heel
Kosomi ball of foot
Kote wrist
Men head
Mo Ichi Do One more
TimeRei Bow
Sanchin Three Battles
Seisan Thirteen
Seiuchin Control, Pull,
Fight / Calm within the
Storm
Seretsu line up
Shotei palm heel

- Herodotus

